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What is a podcast?  
A multimedia file, such as 
a radio program or video, 
that can be downloaded 
or streamed from the 
Internet onto a computer 
or mobile device. The 
method of publishing 
files that can be used in 
this way is called 
podcasting. (Macmillan 
Dictionary)

Over 525,000 
active podcast 
shows and over 
18.5 million 
episodes 
(FastCompany, April 25, 2018)

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/podcast
https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/podcast
https://www.fastcompany.com/40563318/apples-podcasts-just-topped-50-billion-all-time-downloads-and-streams


English podcasts  … 



L2 learning and podcasts
PODCASTS …
● are convenient and portable (Thorn & Payne, 2005) 
● enable learners to pause, skip, slow down (Giordano, 2016)

● have positive effects on students’ study habits (Abdous 
et al, 2009)

● help to reinforce previously learned vocabulary (O’Bryan 
& Hegelheimer, 2007)

● improve learners’ listening skills (Ashraf et al, 2011; Qasim & 
Fadda, 2013)

● consist of [mostly] authentic [listening] texts



Podcast Categories
● “Podcast creators have different interests and 

motivations” (Hegelheimer & O’Bryan, 2007, p. 332).
● Podcasts into different categories  

      (Nurmukhamedov & Sadler, 2011)

(1) Discrete Category (3) General Audience *

(2) ESL-focused (4) ESL Super 



Purpose of the Study
examine the vocabulary demands of English 

podcasts …

How many words do English language 
learners need to know to understand 
General Audience podcasts?  



The Study
1. Lexical coverage
2. Methodology 
3. Analysis 
4. Preliminary Findings
5. Conclusion 



Lexical coverage: why?



Background: lexical coverage I
● # of words necessary to reach ‘adequate’ discourse 

comprehension.

● 95% to 98% coverage is needed to establish ‘adequate 
comprehension’

● READING comprehension (Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski 2010)
○ 95% - minimal threshold
○ 98% - optimal threshold

● LISTENING comprehension (van Zeeland & Schmitt, 2013)
○ 95% - sufficient for good comprehension
○ 98% - provide a high-level comprehension 
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reasonable comprehension level may be achieved at … above 90% … 



Background: lexical coverage II
● 95% OR 98% coverage “provide a useful indication of 

whether or not a text may be understood” (Webb & Nation, 2013)
○ 95% = 1 word out of 20 are unknown
○ 98% = 1 word out of 50 are unknown

● to examine the number of words necessary to reach the 
coverage figures associated with adequate comprehension
○ word frequency lists (e.g., COCA, BNC)
○ representative corpus of a domain
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Background: lexical coverage II

    (*plus proper nouns and marginal words)

AUTHORS LISTENING  95%* 98%*

Webb & Rodgers (2009) English TV Programs 3,000 7,000

Dang & Webb (2012) British Academic Lectures 4,000 8,000

Nurmukhamedov (2017) TED Talks Presentations 4,000 8,000

Word Families: “a base word with its inflections and derivatives” 
    (Schmitt & McCarthy, 1997)

argue, arguing, argues, argued (inflections)
arguable, arguably, unarguably, argument, arguments (derivatives)



Jumping from 95% to 98%      about, 
feel, milk, 
apply, 
discuss

alleviate 
complacent 
resilient

   repugnant      
philanthropy
vertigo



Methodology: Corpus Compilation 
PODCASTS # of 

EPISODES
# of WORDS

[tokens]
# of HOURS

[hour:min:sec]

FRESH AIR 20 131199 11:53:58

HIDDEN BRAIN 20 98231 09:27:43

HOW I BUILT THIS 20 161162 15:13:28

INVISABILIA 20 136061 13:51:34

TED RADIO HOUR 20 162634 16:28:51

TOTAL 100 689,287 66:55:34



Analysis I: RANGE software
The RANGE lists all the words that occur in a corpus according 
to where they are found in word lists (Nation & Heatley, 2002)



Analysis II: BNC/COCA (Nation, 2012)

BNC/COCA Corpus: 
● 29 word family [word frequency] lists
● The four additional lists are the lists of

○ proper nouns (e.g., USA, Uzbekistan)
○ marginal words (e.g., swear words, exclamations)
○ transparent compounds (e.g., countertop, poolroom)
○ abbreviations (e.g., UN, UNESCO)



Findings I: Lexical Coverage of Podcasts

95% coverage ⇒  3,000  word families, plus proper 
nouns, marginal words, abbreviations

98% coverage ⇒  19,000 word families, plus proper 
nouns, marginal words, abbreviations



Findings II: Lexical Coverage of Each Podcast

*(plus, marginal words, proper nouns, abbreviations)

PODCASTS 95% coverage* ⇒  
good comprehension

98% coverage* ⇒ 
high-level comprehension

FRESH AIR 3,000 wf 7,000 wf

HIDDEN BRAIN 3,000 - 4,000 wf 20,000 wf

HOW I BUILT THIS 3,000 wf 20,000 wf

INVISABILIA 3,000 wf 17,000 - 18,000 wf

TED RADIO HOUR 3,000 wf 23,000 wf



Implications: RESEARCH

   (*plus proper nouns and    
     marginal words)

 

AUTHORS LISTENING  95%* 98%*

Webb & Rodgers (2009) English TV Programs 3,000 7,000

Dang & Webb (2012) British Academic Lectures 4,000 8,000

Nurmukhamedov (2017) TED Talks Presentations 4,000 8,000

Current study Podcasts in English 3,000 19,000

Vocabulary knowledge of educated native speakers:
○ a range of 16,000-20,000 word families (Schmitt, 2010, p. 6).



Implications: TEACHING
● Discrete Category Podcasts: although authentic - use 

with caution 
● K1, K2, K3 words: emphasize the importance of the first 

1,000 frequent words;
● Teacher-created podcasts: examine the vocabulary 

load of your podcast episodes; 
● Teacher-selected podcasts: find out the students’ 

vocabulary size 
○ Administer the Vocab Size Test 



Limitations
● Not In the List: some of these words are proper 

names (Facebook, Wikileaks, Kushner, 23andme.com). 
● Future research: vocabulary coverage does not 

necessary mean comprehension.
○ Connected speech
○ Background knowledge
○ Familiarity with the culture   
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Vocabulary & L2 Listening 
Stæhr (2009)

● Relationship between 
vocabulary size and depth on 
listening comprehension.

● �Learners’ scores on the 
Vocabulary Levels Test 
(Schmitt, Schmitt & Clapham 2001)

● �Conclusion: 98% coverage 
provided adequate L2 
listening comprehension.

van Zeeland & Schmitt (2013)
● �Relationship between 

lexical coverage and listening 
comprehension.

● �L1 and L2 learners’ listening 
comprehension of informal 
narratives.

● �Conclusion: 95% may be 
sufficient for good 
comprehension of informal 
narratives.

98%  high-level listening 
comprehension  

95%  good listening 
comprehension 



Informative infographics: https://www.podcastinsights.com/podcast-statistics/   

https://www.podcastinsights.com/podcast-statistics/
https://www.podcastinsights.com/podcast-statistics/

